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The Royal College of Music in London is one of the world’s leading conservatoires, with a reputation for
training gifted musicians, conductors and composers at the highest level.
Founded in 1882, the college boasts internationally-renowned alumni including composers Holst and
Vaughan Williams. Its world-class professors and talented students, of which there are 750 from more than
60 countries, benefit from facilities that are the envy of the world, including its own concert hall, opera
theatre, studios, library and museum.
Its studios give performers and composers the opportunity to work in a professional environment equipped
with the latest audio, video and composition technologies to deliver a valuable recording experience.

Situated opposite the Royal Albert Hall and near to the Science Museum in Kensington, students benefit from
being closely connected and inspired by the arts and sciences on their doorstep. The Guardian ranks the
college as the number one place to study music in the UK, giving it a full 100% in its overall ranking and a
10/10 rating for individual investment in each student.
The Royal College of Music began using Planet eStream in April 2014 to support its move towards greater use
of technology to facilitate learning, teaching and research. Mark Soole, Head of ICT Services at the college
explained their initial requirements:
“A significant proportion of our students’ learning is practical. We needed a solution that would
fundamentally transform our recorded performance library system, turning it into one that could be
embedded in our Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) and accessed by staff and students on
demand.”

Supporting flipped learning and enhancing digital learning provision
The college is currently piloting Planet eStream’s new Canvas VLE plugin to embed audio and visual course
material and resources directly into its VLE to enhance digital learning provision. Following a successful pilot,
the rollout will offer a professional e-learning environment supporting flipped learning principles accessible
both on site and remotely, on any device. Teaching staff will be able to upload material for viewing ahead of
rehearsals or lectures so that students can view the content as preparation and apply what they have learned
during their classroom activity.

Valuable resources on demand
“Planet eStream gives staff and students access to our full performance archive, which includes general
reference resources as well as recordings of student performances,” Mark says. “All recordings are uploaded to
Planet eStream along with metadata information about the performers, title, composer and conductor, as
well as the individual recording location and date. Being able to catalogue our material on Planet eStream in
this way is incredibly valuable and makes it very easy to access.”
The system also supports performance assessment at the college: “Students can watch their performances
back and review their progress privately or with a teacher. Importantly, Planet eStream also gives us total
compliance regarding performing rights requirements, whilst at the same time giving us easy access to
footage for staff and students.”

Extending public outreach
Mark says: “The ability to share both live and recorded footage with selected audiences outside the college
enables us to connect with the general public in ways we never could previously. We recently uploaded a
discussion via our public channel between brothers Julian and Andrew Lloyd Webber and Petroc Trelawny
about the work of their composer father, William Lloyd Webber, ahead of a performance of his work at the
Royal College of Music. The performance was subsequently streamed live and we are now able to access it on
demand via our Planet eStream archive.
“As many of our students’ families aren’t based here in the UK, live streaming concerts and
performances means that they can stay connected and watch their family members perform
without having to travel, which is incredibly valuable.”

Joined up thinking
Conservatoires have some of the most complex schedules of all educational institutions, due to the unique
combination of academic classes, ensemble rehearsals and instrumental classes in groups of varying sizes.
“We have over 500 events, including performances and masterclasses, open to the public every
year,” Mark says. “Of these, many are filmed. To manually input the details of every performance
would be incredibly time consuming. This information is now automatically brought into eStream at
the click of a button from our ASIMUT calendar system.
“Thanks to bespoke work undertaken by the Planet eStream development team and ASIMUT, we can now
bring all the information about a concert and its performers straight from our scheduling system into Planet
eStream and make it available instantly to our students and staff, and this gives us a constantly evolving and
increasingly extensive archive of learning material. Without this integration the sheer volume of information
would have been impossible to curate, so it really has been invaluable.”

What’s next?
“Planet eStream is still relatively new to us, so we will continue to upload archive material and further
integrate the system with our VLE,” says Mark. “We also plan to extend our use of the Planet eSign digital
signage function, which is only being used at present by our Students’ Union to promote upcoming events.
“Our experience of working with Planet DV has been an extremely positive one. The team is
responsive, supportive and has worked closely with us to implement Planet eStream, all of which
has helped make it the invaluable resource it has become here at the college.”
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